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ABSTRACT
Reed players know the favorable sound of their cane does not last. Furthermore,
students and educators who lack the reed pedagogy necessary to achieve any longevity
and consistency suffer financially. In this study, a hydro-stabilization methodology is
tested to analyze the systematic compression of parenchymatic cells within clarinet reeds.
By compressing the parenchymatic cells of the cane, this project proposes that saliva will
saturate the reed at ineffective/inefficient rates compared to fresh, non-stabilized reeds.
1,836 data points, collected from 17 reeds, comprised the overall study; 324 data points,
collected from three reeds, represented the control group; and the remaining 1,512 data
points, collected from 14 reeds, underwent a process where reeds were recursively soaked
and allowed to dry in one-hour periods of time. Once all reeds had completed the process,
every reed was cut into three equal sections and microtomed. Reed shavings were put on
a glass slide for light microscopy. The 1,836 data points, collected from the tip, midsection, and stock of each reed, were logged into IBM’s SPSS Statistics Processor and
subjected to Descriptive, Pearson Correlation, and Paired Samples T-Tests. The mean
circumference of analyzed parenchyma cells shrank with each successive soak/dry cycle,
thus increasing the reed’s hydrophobic qualities. All results were statistically significant.
Overall, this project showed that hydro-stabilization enhances the reed strength’s play-toplay consistency, lengthens the reed’s tonal favorability, and will decrease the amount of
money a musician spends on reeds every year.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Students begin their musical education on various instruments, but most end their
studies after a year or two for a plethora of reasons. One primary challenge clarinet
students face is the reed. When a student begins playing a single-reed instrument, they
form an embouchure to facilitate an optimal oral grip. The embouchure, like the
performer’s arms and hands, helps hold the instrument in place. As the student begins to
blow through the instrument, the saliva and humidity, from the student’s breath, enter the
reed’s fibers at the cellular level. With non-stabilized reeds, the saliva travels the entire
length of the fiber and evaporates once the student has finished playing (fig. 1.1).
Depending on the bacteria content in the player’s mouth, the evaporated saliva leaves
corrosive pathogens in the cane’s fibers that weaken its cellular matrix. After repeated
playing sessions and without proper reed stabilization, the reed’s cellular matrix will
corrode to the point where the player will develop poor embouchure and posture habits in
an attempt to counteract the reed’s deficiencies and emulate the reed’s past resilient
qualities. Students expedite the reed’s corrosion with the following habits amongst
others: leaving a reed on a mouthpiece when storing the instrument, overplaying a new
reed and saturating the pores with saliva, touching the reed with sweaty and greasy
fingers, having poor oral hygiene caused by foods such as coffee and chewing gum, being
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Figure 1.1 – Two reeds side-by-side. The left reed was soaked in water for seven minutes.
The right reed is directly from the box.
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sick and transmitting their germs into the pores, and putting the reed back in its nonbreathable plastic case immediately after play. With these habits and limited pedagogy on
reed care, the reeds will continue to lose their individual resiliency at an accelerated pace.
Arundo donax, more commonly known as reed cane, has been the leading
material used to facilitate sound production on woodwind instruments for the past 300
years.1 With its organic composition, density of fibers, and overall resiliency, reed cane
has proven to be the most reliable material for tonal favorability. Because reed cane is
harvested as a living organism, the lifespan of both its internal and external structures can
be preserved through manufacturers’ various drying and curing techniques. However, a
few challenges present themselves. One common issue involves reed strength. The
cellular matrix of the cane changes as the plant grows, and no two reeds can be cut from
the same place on the cane plant. Therefore, even though reeds are wrapped and
packaged by prescribed strengths, the accuracy of the vascular strength and fibral density
of each individual reed are inconsistent. Lack of knowledge for reed care also diminishes
the structure of the reed; without appropriate reed tutelage, one’s reed will reach a nonfavorable tone sooner. Temporary solutions for these reed-based issues do exist. Two
commonly known remedies for a weak reed include clipping the tip or the “wall test.” As
the idea of clipping the tip is somewhat taboo, pressing the tip of a reed against a wall
until it breaks is a more gratifying fix. These are quick fixes, however, and do not address
the issues that stem from using reed cane itself.

1

Donald Casadonte, The Clarinet Reed: An Introduction to Its Biology,
Chemistry, and Physics (Michigan: UMI, 1995), 9.
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While previous studies have examined the overall structural longevity of the cane
in its tube form, little research has been conducted on increasing the longevity of the
post-production singe reed. This is partially due to the commercialization of the reed
industry. Major reed companies want the consumer to purchase additional reeds to bolster
revenue, and with the price of a box of reeds ranging between 20 and 45 dollars,
purchasing another box is a simple, albeit pricey, solution. As students often purchase
their own reeds and experience the same rate of tonal decline, they may be more inclined
to end their studies for reed cost-related reasons. Internet platforms such as Reddit,
YouTube, and Facebook have made the niche concept of stabilization more publicly
available, but teachers are still in charge of passing down their own methodologies of
reed stabilization. For K-12 music education programs, teachers may not have the time to
devote to these processes. In a personal interview, Tom Padgett, the White Knoll High
School Band Director, noted, “[reeds are] a big expense over time for the year. While
most of the section players rotate their reeds responsibly, my methods teacher never
taught us about when or how you should break in reeds… I’m a brass player and I don’t
know that stuff .”2 While this comment was light-hearted and humorous, Padgett’s
experiences show that this area-specific knowledge is something seldom taught in
collegiate and high school instrumental methods classes. In creating a reed stabilization
method and knowing the precise number of soaks necessary for the apex effectiveness of
the process, K-12 music programs and all musicians who use reed cane can benefit
financially from lengthening the life of reeds.
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Tom Padgett, phone interview by author, March 22, 2019.
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In order to extend the longevity of reeds, two steps needed to occur. The first step
was to develop a method that allows for reed stabilization. The clarinet professor at the
University of South Carolina, Joseph Eller, has continued to refine a simple, lesserknown method of reed stabilization that involves soaking new reeds in water and drying
them in a recursive fashion. As one of his students, he shared this process with me
through in-person communication and a handout entitled “Reed Break-In Handout.” His
process works as follows: soak reeds for approximately 5-10 minutes, and then let them
dry for approximately an hour or until they are completely dried out. Do this as often as
possible for 2-4 weeks or until the overwhelming majority of the pores of the reed are
closed.3 I was initially skeptical of the process as the tactile sensation of the reed on my
bottom lip did not change after the soak and dry process. After 10 months of playing on
the same 10 reeds, with proper rotation and minimal reed work, I realized the
effectiveness of the process and continued to use the box of reeds for a full year. As an
initial test of the necessity of the process, I tried this process again without strict
dedication; my results were ineffective, and this box of reeds only lasted three months.
Because music educators, students and professional musicians alike do not have
the time to complete the above tasks, the second step to extending the longevity of reeds
involved building a machine and creating the software necessary for a machine to
stabilize reeds. With the ease of a programmed machine, an individual could place their
reeds or tube cane in it, press a button, and let the machine function as programmed. The
machine removes the extracted hemicellulose from being re-impregnated into the cane,
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Joseph Eller, “Reed Break-In Handout” Handout received in Clarinet Studio
with Professor Joseph Eller, Columbia, South Carolina, Sept. 2, 2015.
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and the individual only needs to change the water every two days. After a few days, the
cane becomes fully stabilized.
If Eller’s relatively simple process worked that well and could be transitioned into
an automated process, public music programs around the nation could employ the process
to save money. To prove Eller’s process works, to replicate its results while limiting most
of the variables, and to provide a tool to save students and professionals from the extreme
time demands of repeated soaking and drying by hand, a reed stabilization machine has
been prototyped and programmed.
The overall aim of this dissertation is to analyze the vascular structure of
stabilized reeds using Eller’s method to see if, why, and to what extent his process
worked. While one test in this project measured prolonged saturation times, the primary
focus of this study is the analysis of the vascular tissue of the reed. To support this claim
of reed stabilization, whole reeds were soaked in a recursive process and repeatedly
sliced with a microtome for microscopy. Samples were taken with a circumferal
measuring tool on the microscope’s pre-programmed software, and their measurements
were entered into IBM’s SPSS Statistics Processor to find measurements before and after
the process. Through the strict soak and dry process, this project proposes that the tested
reed cane would see an increase or decrease in specific vascular tissue size. This, in turn,
would reduce the reed’s saturation rate of corrosive pathogens introduced through a
player’s saliva. The reduced saliva saturation rate would prevent acidic oral pathogens
from entering the reed as usual and ultimately prolong the life of the reed.

6

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
No literature currently exists for a post-production single-reed break-in process
through hydro-stabilization. The current literature supports cellular research while the
cane is still in tube form but lacks information on the grounds of stabilization. Authors of
reed research discuss the movement of the cellular matrix through various aspects of
outside stressor stimuli (Casadonte, 1995; Veselack, 1979; Obataya, 1999, 2004, 2005;
Spatz, 2006); measured differences dependent on storage conditions (Dlouhá, 2011); and
measured differences after a soak and dry process for cane in tube form (Conte, 2018).
While performers and researchers note differences in their tube cane after a soak and dry
process (Bonade, 1962; Lacy, n.d.; Paul, 2001; Skolnick, 2018; & Stein, 1958), the need
for a numerically measured and statistically proven post-production single-reed hydrostabilization process still exists.
Arundo donax has been utilized for performance dating back as far as 5,000 years
and remains the first choice for most woodwind musicians who use single and doublereeds. The genus Arundo of the family Gramineae includes six species of which Arundo
donax, or giant reed cane, is the most widely distributed and the best known.4 Arundo
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Robert E. Perdue Jr., “Arundo Donax: Source of Musical Reeds and Industrial
Cellulose,” Economic Botany 12, no. 4 (1958): 368.
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donax is carefully grown in places with Mediterranean climates and is specifically grown
for musical usage.5 One primary reason most performers and cane growers prefer A.
donax is due to the interaction between the reed’s laminate vascular layers and the reed’s
overall lignin percentage (appx. B). In less technical terms, this is the interaction between
the multiple layers of cells, tubes, and tissue and the gummy, filler substance that binds
everything together. While plastic reeds may allow the beginner an effortless attempt at
producing tone, genetically engineering a synthetic structure comparable to that of A.
donax is still out of technological grasp, and most music educators and professional
musicians continue to use A. donax for that purpose.
Growing Cane for Musical Purposes
Every cane grower has their trade secrets, but many scholars and enthusiasts have
also researched the process or experimented with their own process for growing cane.
New plots of cane are started through propagation when growers dig up and replant old
root stocks and rhizomes. A. donax is a resilient plant; a single stalk can grow between .3.7 meters a week over the span of several months and can thrive in adverse soil
conditions such as loose soil or crumbled clay.6 When cane begins growing, the crop will
resemble a corn plant with its husk-like fibers, wide leaves, and vibrantly green stalk and
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Pellegrino Conte, Vincenzo Fiore, and Antonino Valenza, “Structural and
Mechanical Modification Induced by Water Content in Giant Wild Reed,” ACS OMEGA
3, no. 12 (December 2018): 18510. Studies and experiments are also currently being
conducted to utilize this invasive crop as a biofuel for sustainable energy.
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Perdue, “Arundo Donax,” 370.
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node coloring.7 When a mature pole of A. donax has finished growing, it will stand
between two and eight meters tall.8
As the cane plant is cut, it is bundled with other crop members and left to dry.
Whether stacked in formations resembling pyramids, suspended in air, or stacked erect on
other sides of horizontal timbres, crops of A. donax are left to dry for an optimal period of
two to three years.9 This is because A. donax’s lignin content grows and hardens as the
plant matures over the course of the drying process. Katherine Esau, award-winning plant
anatomist, describes the role lignin plays in the maturing process of any given plant in
Plant Anatomy. Lignin, one of the most important cell wall substances, is an end product
of the plant’s metabolism, which impregnates the cell wall after its development.10 This
developmental process is known as lignification. As the plant matures, the lignin
concentration grows and provides further structural rigidity to the primary and secondary
cell walls. When the plant is harvested and dried, the lignin in the cell walls begins to
harden and gives the reed a harder, woodier feel. Lignin also acts as a deterrent to
moisture absorption, so reed material with low amounts of lignin tend to become
saturated after short periods of use.11 When lignin content is too low, the crop stays

7

Kristen M. Boldt-Neurohr, “The Physical Properties and Anatomy of Arundo
Donax: Reed Cane,” The Double Reed 33, no. 4 (2010): 59-61.
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Perdue, “Arundo Donax,” 369.
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Perdue, “Arundo Donax,” 382.
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Katherine Esau. Plant Anatomy (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1965), 46.
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Marylin Sue Warren Veselack, “Comparison of Cell and Tissue Differences in
Good and Unusable Clarinet Reeds” (DA diss., Ball State University, 1979), 10,
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global.
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overly hydrophilic and absorbs saliva and oral bacteria at a rate that corrodes the vascular
structure of a reed exponentially. When lignin content is too high, the crop becomes rigid
and will leave reeds too stiff to use for performance despite the performer’s attempts to
sand, scrape, and polish it. As such, the cane dries for two to three years after which it is
sent to reed manufacturers and distributors for creation.
While cane is selectively grown under strict guidelines and parameters for
performance, A. donax is often considered an invasive species as it grows freely across
regions with Mediterranean climates. Since these random crops of A. donax are
unfavorable for musical performance, Kristen Boldt-Neurohr, reed scientist and
professional bassoonist, reports on the actual percentage of cane poles utilized for
performance in her article on the physical properties of A. donax. Boldt-Neurohr found
that an acre of land could support the growth of up to 30,000 agriculturally-engineered
poles of A. donax. After an invasive selection process, however, only 25% of those poles
will be the correct diameter and age for the next process. After further scrutiny, including
curing and resting, the final number of useable poles sent to manufacturing companies
hovers somewhere around 1,000 pounds.12 Many reed scientists, including Donald
Casadonte, attribute the dilemma of reed anxiety to this limited number of usable poles
and the overall dearth of quality reed cane. Casadonte explains what every reed-playing
musician then feels when they buy 100 reeds: the musician sorts through them to find two

12

Rico Reeds, Origin of the Cane Reed (Los Angeles, 1982), 2.; Perdue, “Arundo
Donax,” 401. This is not to say that these reeds are wasted. The other musically
unfavorable cane has a plethora of potential uses including the following: lattice work,
floor mats, light construction for crude shelters, reinforcement in concrete, chair seats,
fishing rods, walking sticks, and fishing traps.
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that work, and after a month of using them in concerts and rehearsals, the reeds give out.
The musician then starts this process again.13
While reed scientists have experimented with other organic materials, such as
boxwood, ebony, ivory, and silver,14 some players have switched to synthetic reeds for
practice and performance. The tonal dependability, structural flexibility and resilience,
and physical durability make synthetic reeds a top choice. Yet, as the debate between
cane and synthetic reeds is ongoing, many top professionals believe that cane remains the
best option. Professionals complain of poor tone and the overall “slippery nature of those
[synthetic] reeds” due to their lack of porosity.15 And, while Casadonte complains that
most plastic reeds make the player “‘sound kind of like a duck with laryngitis,’”16 this
may be because plastic reeds have yet to mimic the vascular structure and cellular
interplay of the original botanical source.
Cellular Structure of A. donax
The vascular matrix of A. donax is made of several different types of cells,
structures, and layers, and the interaction between these has been the subject of many
studies. The first important cell in the structure is the parenchyma cell. Parenchyma cells
are the smallest of the structural cells and cover almost half of the reed’s genetic
disposition.17 Parenchymatic cells are the precursor cells in a plant from which all other
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Karen F. Schmidt, “Good Vibrations,” Science News 140, no. 24 (1991): 392.
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Schmidt, “Good Vibrations,” 391.
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Schmidt, “Good Vibration,” 390.
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Schmidt, “Good Vibrations,” 392.
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Perdue, “Arundo Donax,” 372.
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cells specialize; they are known for being the fundamental ground tissue of any plant and
are the most variable in their physiology and morphology.18 As the precursor,
parenchyma cells can house and synthesize different food and water.19 In a study of
species of bamboo, the variations in moisture content of different parts of the culms were
found to be clearly associated with the proportions of parenchyma cells in the tissue
stems.20 The next most important part of the cellular structure is the fiber bundle. A fiber
bundle includes the Xylem, Phloem, and plethora of parenchyma cells surrounded in fiber
rings. While parenchyma cells and fiber bundles make up the bulk of the vascular tissue,
the fiber band is a layer of sclerified, or hardened, parenchyma cells that help glue the
vascular matrix to the epidermis. The epidermis is the hard, waxy external layer that
protects the cane crop from outside stressors such as wind, rain, and extreme heat.
Casadonte likens the combination of these key vascular components (epidermis, fiber
bundles, and parenchyma cells) to skin, muscle fibers, and bone (figs. 2.1 and 2.2).21
Casadonte’s comparison between plant and human anatomy is not the first
attempt at a cross-disciplinary conceptualization. Robert Perdue, author of “Arundo
Donax: Source of Musical Reeds and Industrial Cellulose,” states that cane has been
“satisfactory for use as reinforcement in concrete” with different parts of the cane being
used for various structural elements of a building.22
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Esau, Plant Anatomy, 181.
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Esau, Plant Anatomy, 184.
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Esau, Plant Anatomy, 186.
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Casadonte, Clarinet Reed, 82.
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Perdue, “Arundo Donax,” 401.
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Figure 2.1 – Vascular structure from a slice of a clarinet reed. The plethora of small
cells are parenchyma cells. The clumped bundles of larger cells and tiny parenchyma
cells are Fiber Bundles. The two larger cells in the bundle are Xylem and the smaller
cell, in the middle, is the Phloem. In some fiber bundles, one may observe tiny,
supporting parenchyma cells. The yellow circles in the top-left area were used to
measure the circumference of parenchyma cells. The red text states the circumferal size
in .px.
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Figure 2.2 – Confocal image of the cross section of a
manufactured clarinet reed from the article by Kolesik, Mills, and
Sedgley. E represents the epidermal layer and outer cortical cells
while FB represents the fiber band. Peter Kolesik, Alan Mills,
and Margaret Sedgley. “Anatomical Characteristics Affecting the
Musical Performance of Clarinet Reeds Made from Arundo
Donax L. (Gramineae).” Annals of Botany 81, no. 1 (January,
1998): 151-55.
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While Aristotle was the first to write on the subject of plant biomechanics,
scientists have completed similar studies involving the comparison of animal skeletons
with the wood structure of trees and the comparison of the epidermis of herbaceous plants
with the exoskeletons of insects.23 Upon publication of his book Das mechanische
Prinzip im anatomischen Bau der Monocotyledonen in 1874, Simon Schwenderer
became one of the first published authors to explore, in detail, how fundamental
engineering concepts could be used to understand the anatomy and morphology of
plants.24
As reeds are uniformly machined, commercially available in a wide variety of
strengths, and tacitly feel the same, selecting a tonally and structurally favorable reed can
be difficult at sight. However, one simple factor begins to easily distinguish favorable
from unfavorable post-production single reeds: the dark, golden-brown color of the postproduction reed’s epidermis. As the cut stalk of A. donax begins to dry and mature, the
individual cells begin to lose their cytoplasm and start replacing that cytoplasm with the
gummy filler substance known as lignin. The best quality of reed, as noted earlier, has
higher concentrations of lignin and will show this through the golden-brown color. Reeds
that are green, yellow-green, or bright yellow have higher concentrations of hydrophilic
cytoplasm, which means they will feel weaker and softer during play and will retain more
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K.J. Niklas, H.-C. Spatz, and J. Vincent, “Plant Biomechanics: An Overview
and Prospectus,” American Journal of Botany 93, no. 10 (October 2006): 1370,
https://doi.org/10.3732/ajb.93.10.1369.
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Niklas, Spatz, and Vincent, “Plant Biomechanics,” 1369-70.
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humidity and saliva during the first usage. Experienced players will notice these reeds are
inefficient and quickly discard them.
Reed degradation is the main source of anxiety that all reed players experience.
The most basic single-reed issue involves students oversaturating their reeds on a daily
basis, leaving them strapped to their mouthpieces, and allowing the saturated reed’s
saliva to break down the reed’s vascular structure.25 While this is partly true, a few
elements make this approach ineffective. First, saliva is more alkaline than acidic.
However, basic saliva can still wreak havoc on the cellular structure of a reed.26
Additionally, Casadonte has found colonies of streptococcal bacteria living inside the
walls of the water-conducting xylem cells used in spent reeds.27 One of the aims of this
project was to explore hydro-stabilization as a more effective method of resolving reed
degradation. Through a hydro-stabilization process implemented before students begin
playing their reeds, the parenchyma cells thoroughly collapse and the capillary tubes
splinter repeatedly enough to slow the degradative efficiency of saliva-impregnated
bacteria.
Reed Soaking Traditions
Much of the initial merit for this study comes from the anecdotal evidence passed
down by prominent clarinet performer-pedagogues. Keith Stein is one of the first clarinet
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The easiest way to tell when a reed is over-saturated is when the player’s
articulations become forced and the overall response of the reed begins to slow. If
someone were to push the tip of the oversaturated reed into a wall, chair, or other hard
surface, they would notice that the reed splinters and breaks much farther down while the
tip area rolls like the front of an old-fashioned ski.
26

Schmidt, “Good Vibrations,” 393.
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pedagogues to make the claim that soaking and drying their reeds aids in their
performance. In his handbook, The Art of Clarinet Playing, Stein writes that reeds should
be soaked thoroughly with water, preferably for three to four minutes, and then removed
to dry between soakings.28 After three to four days of soaking, he instructs the player to
massage the surface pores closed with a bare finger. While this will smooth the milled
edge for comfort on the player’s lip, a finger has bacteria that will begin to degrade the
reed from the outside inwards. Prematurely closing the outer pores of the reed will also
leave the inner vascular tissue to expand and contract. Even if a clarinetist knows how to
adjust a reed with knives or other reed-working tools, the scraping motions only reopen
the closed pores to expose the open inner vascular tissue, which makes sealing the
surface pores with one’s fingers and scraping the pores back open counterproductive and
detrimental to the inner vascular tissue. Daniel Bonade, considered to be the father of the
American style of clarinet playing, shares a similar stabilization approach, although his
approach involves immediately sealing the reed cane with a finger massage.29 In doing
so, Bonade’s approach disallows room for cellular expansion and stabilization on the
microscopic level. Finally, in his book, The Clarinet & Clarinet Playing, clarinet
performer and pedagogue David Pino says 20 soaks is the optimal number of soaks,
because it is enough to help the saliva saturate the reed less effectively.30 Other player-
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Keith Stein, The Art of Clarinet Playing (Illinois, Summy-Birchard Company,

1958), 8.
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Daniel Bonade, The Clarinetist’s Compendium: Including Method of Staccato
& Art of Reed Adjustment (Wisconsin, Leblanc Publications, 1962), 14.
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David Pino, The Clarinet & Clarinet Playing (New York, Dover Publications,

1998), 7.
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pedagogues, including Stanley Hasty and Joseph Eller, have their own hydro-stabilization
hypotheses, yet their conclusions lack numerical measurements of the inner cellulosic
matrices and statistical or photographic documentation to prove the before-and-after
cellular expansion. This dissertation provides documented support for the hypotheses of
these player-pedagogues.
Edwin Lacy, a performer and reed researcher who focuses on the double reed,
elaborates on an elongated, continual soak process in his article “An Experiment in
Treatment of Arundo Donax.” His hypothesis is grounded in the reed’s continual
submersion in water. Lacy identifies numerous qualifications for his process to take place
including air-tight containers, periodic water changing, and dark storage areas to prevent
algae multiplication.31 The tube cane reeds were soaked for 14 days with water changes
every 48 hours. While Lacy had a colleague use an Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer to measure the decreased levels of sodium from the cane samples,
much of his water-stabilization process was grounded in the process of water-leaching
hemicellulose from the inner cellular matrix. In his conclusion, Lacy notes that reeds
made from cane soaked in this manner “will not need a break-in period and their playing
characteristics will not be as highly susceptible to changes upon repeated usage.”32 Lacy
also explains that, after a soak and dry soak process, cane will have similar cosmetic
appearances but be more pliable and consistent in texture, and reed making will yield a
higher degree of consistency from reed to reed as the structure will resist change from
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Edwin Lacy, “An Experimental Treatment in Arundo Donax,” Journal of the
International Double Reed Society vol. 16 (1988): 100
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Lacy, “Experimental Treatment,” 101.
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atmospheric stimuli.33 With this conclusion and a similar course of scientific testing,
Lacy echoes what many performer-pedagogues have stated and experienced in regard to a
reed stabilization process.
Regarding single-reed stabilization methodologies, however, David Pino’s and
Joseph Eller’s are the only procedures the author has encountered. Joseph Eller, the
clarinet professor at the University of South Carolina, has continued to refine a reed
break-in process that will produce similar results based on what Bonade, Stein, and Lacy
have previously concluded. Eller’s reed break-in process involves allowing the reed to
soak for approximately five minutes in a pill bottle. Once saturated, the reed is pulled
from the container and placed on its hard, waxy epidermis to dry for 55 minutes. After
this cycle is complete, the reed can undergo this process as many times a day as someone
breaking in a reed this way can accomplish until the pores are overwhelmingly closed.
This can be determined by how effectively and quickly the water penetrates the butt end
of the reed.34 After some initial research, the number of times a reed undergoes Eller’s
process determines the effectiveness of the break-in process when compared to a reed’s
longevity.35 After conducting Eller’s process for 240 soaks, more soaks than Pino’s 20
and more rigorous than Lacy’s 14-day continual bath, the author determined that a
universal reed stabilization process is achievable through a scientifically and statistically
supported soak and dry cycle.
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Lacy, “Experimental Treatment,” 101.
Eller, “Reed Break-In Handout,” Sept. 2, 2015.
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After manually completing 240 soak cycles over the course of one month, I
decided that 240 times was enough for the purposes of this project. An upper limit will be
found in a future study.
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Wood Science
Wood science provides another valuable resource for this project. Eiichi Obataya,
a leading researcher in wood science, has been working with reed manufacturers to find a
more optimal way to dry cane after its initial harvest, and his articles on the intensity of
parenchymatic cellular collapse closely pertain to this study. The core of this dissertation
on hydro-stabilization is to find and track the cellular expansion or contraction of the
vascular tissue, and Obataya’s work provides insight as to which parts of the vascular
tissue will move the most through rigorous testing. Obataya’s research pertains to
wooden strips and agitating cellular movement to extreme lengths. These processes
involve steaming the wood strips between 92 and 96 degrees Celsius, pre-freezing the
strips at -12 degrees Celsius, and kiln-drying wood strips at 105 degrees Celsius.36 While
this dissertation will use distilled, room-temperature water on post-production singlereeds, Obataya’s research on the wooden strips prove useful when observing the postproduction cane reed samples.
Conclusion
Ultimately, many studies have been executed on other aspects of A. donax. Within
the realm of this project, some studies exist on the vascular structure of the reed
(Veselack, 1979; Casadonte, 1995), storage and preservation messages (Dlouhá, 2011),
vascular structure modification (Obataya 1999, 2004, 2005), and chemical stabilization
(Fox, 2003). While some articles and dissertations exist on reed-making strategies (Paul,
2001) and long-term soak stabilization in cane pole form (Lacy, n.d.), none of the studies
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Eiichi Obataya, Joseph Gril, and Bernard Thibaut, “Shrinkage of Cane (Arundo
Donax) II. Effects of Drying Condition on the Intensity of Cell Collapse,” Journal of
Wood Science 51, no. 2 (April 2005): 296. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10086-003-0578-y.
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reported in this literature review are related to the methodologies used to stabilize postproduction single reeds nor do they provide numerical data to strengthen claims made in
articles and tutors, like Dr. Lacy, Daniel Bonade, Keith Stein, and Joseph Eller, in regards
to tonal and structural longevity. This project provides data that can be interpreted and
implemented into reed preservation, and the stabilization method of post-production
single reed cane will be useful in terms of its simplicity and real-world applicability.
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD OF EXECUTION OF STUDY
When considering the manual application of this project, the initial variables
appeared innumerable. A few of the variables are as follows: consistent soak times,
germs on the reed during reed handling, the use of various surfaces to lay the epidermis
on for reed drying, the oral removal of excess water on the reed before drying, the
fluctuation of water temperatures, the mineral content in the water after multiple soaks,
the fluctuation of the drying temperature, and the submergence of all reeds to the same
level for maximal levels of saturation. After discussions with numerous committee
members, a decision was made to create a machine in order to mechanize the process and
eliminate as many of these variables as possible. This machine needed to adhere to
numerous requirements in order to follow Eller’s soak/dry process. It needed a holder to
eliminate the handling of test reeds throughout the process, a program to move the reeds
between the soak tank and the dry tank, a way to change the water regularly, and a fan
and dryer in the dry tank to emulate the free-air circulatory drying utilized in Eller’s
process.
While following Eller’s overall instruction, a few adjustments were required to
finalize the soak and dry process. All test reeds were removed from their individual
plastic storage cases and moved to a plastic Tupperware container. The reeds were stored
for two weeks in the container with six Boveda 72% humidity packs to ensure all reeds
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stabilized to an optimal humidity level before the soak and dry process began.37 After the
two-week stabilization period, the reeds were moved to the machine for soaking. To
replicate Eller’s process, a computer program was designed to ensure that all reeds were
fully saturated for five minutes and fully dried in 55 minutes. At the end of every drying
process, the machine would begin the process again on a continuous loop until the
machine was unplugged. After the reeds went through their designated soak cycles, the
reeds air-dried for 24 hours. They were then moved back into the humidified container to
internally stabilize at 72% humidity before microscopy. To limit the amount of tactile
contact with reeds, sterile gloves were used to move the reeds through every stage of
transportation during the course of the study. Distilled water was used in the soak tank to
eliminate the potential for any chemicals found in tap water or the elevated pH level
found in most name-brand waters. Finally, the soak tank water was changed every 24
hours; the old water was siphoned out of the soak tank with a tubed syringe, the soak tank
was dried with a clean paper towel, and, finally, fresh water was poured into the tank
from a gallon jug of “Essential Everyday Distilled Water.”
One of the aims of this project was to determine the optimal number of days
required to complete the stabilization process.38 While Eller advises his students to
soak/dry the reeds “as many times as possible” for two to four weeks, he does not specify
37

Henry Skolnick, phone interview with author, December 17th, 2018. After
meeting with Henry Skolnick for the reed interview, we came to a conclusion that 72%
was an optimal humidity level for all test reeds to be acclimated to before undergoing the
process. Likewise, after the test was finished, he advised the reeds go back in the
humidified box to reacclimate to that same consistency level before the microtome
process.
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Pino, Clarinet, 7. To date, David Pino is one of the only clarinetists to put a
specific number to his empirically based soaking process.
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a specific number of soaks. After reaching 240 soaks while completing this process
manually, I decided 240 soaks would be an acceptable benchmark to recreate
mechanically. Each of the reeds underwent the hour-long cycle and was assigned a label
based on how many cycles the reed underwent before its removal from the machine.
During an interview with Henry Skolnick, he hinted that the most intense cellular
collapse will happen during the first few soak cycles (appx. B). Based on his advice, a
schedule was constructed in order to analyze reeds at the end of a certain number of
soaks: 1, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168, 192, 216, and 240. Due to time and financial
constraints, however the decision was made to analyze every other cycle, starting at C24:
1, 12, 24, 72, 120, 192, 240. This new schedule would still provide a potential linear
progression for any parenchymatic compression observed.
The machine was further programmed to follow the pattern proposed by Eller’s
stabilization method. First, the reeds were placed into their holder, and the machine fully
submerged them for five minutes to ensure complete saturation.39 Next, the machine
moved the reeds to the dry tank. The reeds then spent 46 minutes in the dry tank.40
Finally, the machine moved the dried reeds to the soak tank and fully submerged them in
two minutes. As will be later explained in the “Limitations of Execution of Study,” the
55-minute dry time is allotted for through a combination of the movement between the
tanks and the drying times; While the total time the reeds spend in the drying tank is only
46 minutes, the final nine minutes of drying happen as the machine moves the reeds from
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I fully submerged test reeds for five minutes and let the machine bring them
back out of the water. This process fully saturated every reed.
40

The reeds underwent air circulation though a fish tank heater and micro-fan to
ensure a thorough drying.
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the dry tank to the soak tank (two minutes) and from the soak tank to the dry tank (seven
minutes).
After the reeds underwent the systematic process of hydro-stabilization, air dried
for 24 hours, and spent three days in the humidification box, the reeds were sawed three
times on a Porter & Cable bandsaw utilizing a fine-wood saw blade. The first cut was at
the mid-tip area of the reed. The second area was at the vertical midpoint located where
the milled vamp meets the stock. The final cut was made halfway from the end of the
stock to where the first cut was made. While the bandsaw typically obliterated the thin
tip, the middle-to-back area of the blade of the reed cut well, and shortening the reed
three times helped each sample sit well in paraffin wax. Analyzing the molecular level of
every point of the reed proved the process’ consistency through the entirety of the reed.
As every reed was cut, each cut section was placed in a labeled, sterilized pill bottle to
keep samples organized and isolated. After every reed is cut to proper dimensions, the
samples were placed in melted paraffin wax in a petri dish. Once the wax hardened, each
sample was cut from its petri dish and placed and secured in the microtome. The shave
level was raised to the four-micron level and four slices were taken from each sample;
each of these four slice samples were placed in their sterilized pill bottle to await
microscopy. After every reed had undergone this process, test slices were placed on a
labeled glass slide in accordance to its cycle, reed number, section, and individual sample
number for preservation purposes once the analysis of a particular section of reed was
finished.41
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When reading the charts at the end of the dissertation, the nomenclature will be
the same. For example, 24-1 would mean that reed number one (1) went through 24
cycles before being removed from the stabilization machine.
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Another core component of this study investigated Eller’s hypothesis that new
reeds, when subjected to water, will soak up copious amounts of water more quickly as
the pores are still wide open.42 Eller’s claim involves the two different types of
saturation: percolation and capillary. Eller’s process involves soaking reeds in a shot
glass, so reeds have a chance to saturate in these two ways. The optimal soak process
takes place through capillary action. When reeds are placed tip-first into a shot glass,
water traverses the open capillary tubes from tip to stock. The optimal visual for a
thorough soak involves seeing the stock darken due to the presence of water. The
confusing aspect of this method involves percolation. With percolation-based soaking,
the water that breaches the end of the stock first can begin to spread across the butt of the
stock and saturate into the nearby areas of the stock that have yet to saturate. Because this
can mimic what a complete capillary soak would look like, students can pull their reeds
early and begin to dry and play them without allowing for a thorough soaking process.
In order to better explore Eller’s hypothesis, a smaller, less invasive test involved
elongated visual tracking of the rate at which the stock of a clarinet reed became partly
and fully saturated. While both microscopy testing and visual testing were utilized to
measure the levels of intensity of cellular collapse, one reed that underwent each of the
benchmark stabilization cycles was placed in a nearly full shot glass of water. Once
resting, a timer was started and the number of seconds it took for the butt of the reed to
partially saturate (p, blue bar) and fully saturate (f, red bar) were logged. While based on
visualization alone, the observations should show that the more times a reed underwent
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Joseph Eller, “Reed Break-In Handout,” Sept. 2, 2015.
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the stabilization processes, the longer it takes the butt of the reed to partially and fully
saturate (fig. 3.1).
The central test for this project involved light microscopy. Each cycle of soaks
was represented by two reeds that the author examined to show the effects on the
vascular tissues. The vascular tissue of a reed is made of many different parts:
parenchymatic cells, sclerefied cells, fiber bundles, fiber bands, epidermal sclerenchyma,
and the epidermis (figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Katherine Esau, an acclaimed botanist from the
Ukraine, wrote a manual for botanists entitled Plant Anatomy in which she discusses
parenchymatic cells. Esau notes that the cells fit the morphological and physiological
molds for fundamental ground tissue.43 Phylogenetically, parenchyma is the precursor of
other plant tissues as evidenced by the structure of the most primitive multicellular plants
whose bodies consist of only parenchyma.44 These cells, as well as sclerefied cells, fiber
bands, and the internal constituents of the fiber bands, were measured during the course
of the microscopy.
As mentioned, two reeds represented each level of repetition in soak cycles.
Before the microscopy, one reed went through the manual soak test. After every reed that
represented each soak cycle dried thoroughly, four slice samples were taken from both
reeds to give eight sample slices. Using Toupview, the microscope’s measuring software,
nine different parenchymatic cells were measured for their circumrenal expansion or
contraction in relation to the stabilization of the reed. Nine data points were collected in
each sample and each data point was measured in pixels (.px). After the initial testing,
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Esau, Plant Anatomy, 181.
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Figure 3.1 – Percolation soaks mimic capillary saturations and can
leave reeds saturated at different levels of thoroughness. All reeds
visually showed fully-saturated butts after 5 minutes in water. Reeds 1
(top) through 13 (bottom) showcase these different levels. Reeds 1, 9, 10,
and 11 are fully saturated. Reeds 2, 12, and 13 are approximately twothirds saturated. Reeds 3 and 7 are approximately half saturated. Reeds
4 and 5 are approximately one-quarter saturated. Reeds 6 and 8 are
saturated center to tip but have completely dry sides.
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concluded, the slides were stored in a humidified box to preserve them for future
analysis.
At the completion of the study, 51 slides held the 204 slices needed to collect the
1,836 total data points. Once the data was organized in an excel file, it was entered into
IBM’s SPSS Statistics Processor. The numbers from the un-soaked/non-stabilized group
were used to establish the control group’s base data. The main tests concluded on the data
included mean, median, mode, and range of every soak cycle category. The final data was
presented in the form of bar charts, small data banks, and other simple visual
representations. Between each cycle, the progression line showed that the parenchyma
cells compressed in any given reed. With every number of the cycle representing the
various times a student may soak their reeds, each number of soaks between zero and 240
proved the significance of vascular movement dependent on the number of soaks and
pinpointed either a specific number of soaks or relative range of soaks necessary for a
complete reed stabilization process. As the progression continued to 240, a final point of
“complete stabilization” could not be identified based on the limitations of this study.
The data for this project underwent three separate tests. The first test run through
the statistics processor was known as “descriptives”. Descriptives tell the reader the most
basic results of a singular category. No relationships are examined in the descriptives
charts.
The next test was the Paired Samples T-test. As an inferential test, t-test looks at
the differences of means between two samples of data. Paired Samples T-test looks at
differences in the same sample after a treatment has been introduced. For instance, in the
current study, this test compares means of all three control reeds (labeled Control 1,
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Control 2, and Control 3) against every reed (R1 and R2) that is cycle representative (C1,
C6, C12…). The goal of this test is to more convincingly show, by employing inferential
statistics, the decrease in parenchymatic cell size between the control data (unsoaked) and
all cycle-representative data (soaked). The two-tailed significance test is utilized to test
relationships at both ends of the statistical distribution. The agreed-upon value for
statistical significance is 0.05.
A Paired Samples T-test was also executed to find the similarities in means
between each cycle-representative reed data. Unlike the previous test, however, the
favored result is a significant value larger than 0.05. A number larger than 0.05 will show
that the outcome of the stabilization process works uniformly and that there is no large
difference in cell sizes when a reed is soaked to the intended number.
The final test was the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. This test measures the
linear relationship between two quantitative variables. This test uses a correlation score
between .000 to 1.000 to determine the strength of the relationship of the compared
variables. The strong relationship compared in this test is the similarity in cell sizes after
reeds have been soaked to the intended number. .000-.300 is considered a weak
correlation, .301-.700 is considered a moderate correlation, and .701 – 1.000 is
considered a strong correlation.
Within these figures are other categories and assigned values. In the descriptives,
the N value, mean, range, and minimum/maximum values are addressed. The N value
shows all of the data points used in the analysis of a specific set of data; the mean is the
average of the complete data; and the range is the interval span between the data’s
maximum and minimum values. In the Paired Samples T-test, the t value, Degrees of
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Freedom, and 2-tailed significance values are addressed. The t-statistic is the ratio of the
departure of the estimated value of a parameter from its hypothesized value to
its standard error,45 and the Degrees of Freedom represent all test reeds +/- one data set.
According to Neil Salkind, author of Statistics for People Who (think they) Hate
Statistics, the Degrees of Freedom represent a value, which is different from other
statistical tests, that approximates the sample size of an individual number of cells in an
experimental design.46
The outcomes of the tested data are represented in the diagrams and bar charts in
Chapter Four. To keep the vernacular similar for every test and diagram, a set of rules
was established. The control reeds were labeled “Control” and then designated by the
specific control reed. Three control reeds, utilizing 324 data points, make up the complete
control data. As two other reeds underwent each cycle-specific stabilization parameter,
reeds one and two were labeled “R1 & R2” while each cycle were represented with a
capital C followed by the number of cycles the reed underwent. Reed one of two, that
both underwent 24 cycles, was labeled “C24 R1.” For all of reed one cycles, a full chart
would read: C1 R1/2, C12 R1/2, C24 R1/2, C72 R1/2, C120 R1/2, C192 R1/2, and C240
R1/2. Finally, all of the data was presented for the sake of transparency.
3.1 Limitations of Method of Execution of Study
Although this study has been developed and completed to the best of the author’s
ability, there were some limitations. The first limitation relates to the total dry time.
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While Eller’s original method utilized a five minute soak and a 55 minute drying period
in which the reeds were laid flat on their waxy epidermis in open air, the machine needed
time to move to and from the “home positions,” which all count towards the overall
drying time.47 This process requires seven different home positions.48 After the program
completes a task, the machine moves to a home position before moving to the next
programmed position, which is the next home position. To account for the home
positions in relation to the total drying time of 55 minutes, the machine was programmed
as follows: five minutes of soaking, seven minutes to transition through every home point
between the first home position and sixth home position, 46 minutes in the dry tank, and
two minutes to transition back into the soak tank. While the test reeds are not sitting in
the dry tank for 55 minutes, the total drying time accounts for all transitions and the time
in the tank, which brings the time as close to the original method as possible.
The second limitation relates to cleaning the soaking tank after every cycle. As
the machine is still in the prototype phase, a suitable method for cleaning the water and
tank walls of leached fats, proteins, and other hemicellulose material was not developed
yet. While this should not create too much of an issue, arguments could be made on the
already-leached hemicelluloses re-impregnating the vascular tissue. If these
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Because of the constant moving, the reeds could not be taken out of the
machine and dried in Eller’s style. A micro-fan and heater were installed in the machine
to replicate the open-air drying nature.
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The home positions are denoted here: 1) over the top of the soak tank, 2) at the
bottom of the soak tank, 3) at the top of the soak tank again, 4) all the way across the Xaxis, 5) over the top of the dry tank, 6) in the dry tank, and 7) at the top of the dry tank
once more. As the cycle completes when the reeds emerge from the dry tank, the cycle
restarts as the reeds transition again to the top of the soak tank, also known as the first
home position.
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hemicellulose materials are leached at great volume, the water will start to lose its
transparency and become murkily opaque. While students should toss out this infected
water, the tank was cleaned and the water was changed every 24 cycles.
The third limitation involved the analysis software. The microscope used for the
study was an OMAX A3550U with x4/.10 magnification. The software that comes with
this microscope is called Toupview. Toupview’s primary measuring unit is the pixel
(.px). When analyzing the circumference of individual parenchyma cells, practicing for
the actual dissertation data collection, many cells had between 50-80.px for their
circumference size. Using Microsoft Paint as another method of measurement,
Toupview’s pixel measurement was not synonymous with Microsoft Paint’s pixel
measurements. The author reached out to Toupview’s customer service in an attempt find
a suitable conversion rate to micrometers, another standard scientific unit of
measurement, but Toupview was unable to provide one. When future tests are conducted
on parenchymatic collapse, a different software should be used to measure all points of
interest.
The fourth limitation relates to the total number of reeds used for the study in
relation to finding a scientific level of statistical significance. A box of reeds is expensive
and exactly the reason to find ways to help public-school music educators and students
alike need to prolong the life of their good reeds. As the study was self-funded, limits
were placed on finances and time. Observing only one reed at each stage visually (Eller’s
method) leaves many of the results up to chance as a more statistically significant number
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of test reeds would be 25 or more.49 The same argument can be made for the two reeds
utilized for microscopy. While sectioning, slicing, and analyzing four slices of every
section of the reed provides a thorough evaluation of the reed’s complete vascular state,
utilizing only nine data points per slice and attaining 1,836 data points in total, is an
attempt at reaching more statistical significance.
The fifth and most important variable is the reed itself; the vascular tissue of a
given crop of Arundo donax changes as the plant grows and matures. To further
complicate the issue, certain environmental variables, such as climate and richness of soil
nutrients, promote atypical vascular development. This variability can be accounted for
but not scientifically controlled. As stated in this chapter, four slices were taken from
each of the two reeds that represent each cycle for a total of 204 sample slices. While
collecting data from these samples, it is important to remember that these numbers are
relative to each other as precise data would require that every reed’s vascular tissue be
identical and have identical slices taken in the exact location every time.
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Donald Casadonte, phone interview with author, April 12, 2019. Casadonte’s
one concern was the number of reeds used for statistical significance. While one reed for
the shot glass test and two for microscopy will provide results, he advised a number such
as 25 would provide more significance than one or two.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF STUDY
In the most optimal form of analytical progression, the order of tests will be as
follows: Paired Samples T-test, then the Pearson Correlation test, and finally the
descriptives and bar graphs.
Paired Samples T-test
The first test run was the Paired Samples T-test. The test compares the differences
of means between two sample data. This test will compare means of all three control
reeds (labeled Control 1, Control 2, and Control 3) against every reed (R1 and R2) that is
cycle representative (C1, C6, C12…). The goal of this test is to show, more convincingly,
the decrease in parenchymatic cell size between the control data (unsoaked) and all cyclerepresentative data (soaked).
Table 4.1: Paired Samples T-test for Control 1 & AR1
Mean
Pair 1
Control 1 – C1 R1
1.48889
Pair 2
Control 1 – C12 R1
6.59434
Pair 3
Control 1 – C24 R1
4.40241
Pair 4
Control 1 – C72 R1
7.05278
Pair 5
Control 1 – C120 R1 9.71833
Pair 6
Control 1 – C192 R1 12.11083
Pair 7
Control 1 – C240 R1 14.31972
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001
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t

df

2.761
9.240
8.207
12.841
16.682
22.627
28.124

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

Sig. (2tailed)
.007
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

A Paired Samples T-test was run between Control Reed One and All Reed 1 data
to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the size of
parenchyma cells between control (unsoaked/stabilized) reed one and the seven different
cycles, represented by the first of two variable reeds, that represent 240 stabilizations
(Table 4.1). Parenchyma cells in C240 (32.8664.px) decreased in size when compared to
Control 1 (47.1861.px), and the results are statistically significant. t(107)=28.124, p<0.01.
Table 4.2: Paired Samples T-test for Control 1 & AR2

Pair 1
Control 1 – C1 R2
Pair 2
Control 1 – C12 R2
Pair 3
Control 1 – C24 R2
Pair 4
Control 1 – C72 R2
Pair 5
Control 1 – C120 R2
Pair 6
Control 1 – C192 R2
Pair 7
Control 1 – C240 R2
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001

Mean

t

df

7.43343
6.22037
4.78028
7.28482
9.68426
12.34417
16.05019

8.229
10.715
8.012
10.983
19.810
24.444
31.202

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

Sig. (2tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

A Paired Samples T-test was run between Control Reed One and All Reed 2 data
to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the size of
parenchyma cells between control (unsoaked/stabilized) reed one and the seven different
cycles, represented by the first of two variable reeds, that represent up to 240
stabilizations (Table 4.2). Parenchyma cells in C240 (31.1359.px) decreased in size when
compared to the Control 1 data (47.1861.px), and the results are statistically significant.
t(107)=31.202, p<0.01.
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Table 4.3: Paired Samples T-test for Control 2 & AR1

Pair 1
Control 2 – C1 R1
Pair 2
Control 2 – C12 R1
Pair 3
Control 2 – C24 R1
Pair 4
Control 2 – C72 R1
Pair 5
Control 2 – C120 R1
Pair 6
Control 2 – C192 R1
Pair 7
Control 2 – C240 R1
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001

Mean

t

df

-2.23454
2.87092
.67898
3.32935
5.99491
8.38741
10.59630

-3.299
3.441
.999
5.160
8.144
12.652
16.651

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

Sig. (2tailed)
.001
.001
.320
.000
.000
.000
.000

A Paired Samples T-test was run between Control Reed Two and All Reed 1 data
to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the size of
parenchyma cells between control (unsoaked/stabilized) reed one and the seven different
cycles, represented by the first of two variable reeds, that represent up to 240
stabilizations (Table 4.3). Parenchyma cells in C240 (32.8664.px) decreased in size when
compared to the Control 2 data (43.4627.px), and the results are statistically significant.
t(107)=16.651, p<0.01. Pair three’s significance value attests to the fact that only one reed
was used in comparison to the control: t(107)=.999, p<0.01. Every reed’s vascular structure
is different and while this outcome can happen, the overall size of the control reed’s
parenchyma cells will alter the correlation score as the controls were not subject to the
soaking process.
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Table 4.4: Paired Samples T-test for Control 2 & AR2

Pair 1
Control 2 – C1 R2
Pair 2
Control 2 – C12 R2
Pair 3
Control 2 – C24 R2
Pair 4
Control 2 – C72 R2
Pair 5
Control 2 – C120 R2
Pair 6
Control 2 – C192 R2
Pair 7
Control 2 – C240 R2
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001

Mean

t

df

3.71000
2.49694
1.05685
3.56139
5.96083
8.62074
12.32676

3.694
3.624
1.399
4.401
9.346
14.054
20.311

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

Sig. (2tailed)
.000
.000
.165
.000
.000
.000
.000

A Paired Samples T-test was run between Control Reed Two and All Reed 2 data
to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the size of
parenchyma cells between control (unsoaked/stabilized) reed one and the seven different
cycles, represented by the first of two variable reeds, that represent up to 240
stabilizations (Table 4.4). Parenchyma cells in C240 (31.1359.px) decreased in size when
compared to the Control 2 data (43.4627.px), and the results are statistically significant.
t(107)=20.311, p<0.01. Again, pair three’s significance score is above the threshold,
t(107)=1.399, p<0.01; but as the second reed is representing the pair, Control Reed 2’s data
points only affect the outcome of C24s data points while the rest of the scores remain
statistically significant.
Table 4.5: Paired Samples T-test for Control 3 & AR1

Pair 1
Control 3 – C1 R1
Pair 2
Control 3 – C12 R1
Pair 3
Control 3 – C24 R1
Pair 4
Control 3 – C72 R1
Pair 5
Control 3 – C120 R1
Pair 6
Control 3 – C192 R1
Pair 7
Control 3 – C240 R1
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001

Mean

t

df

-4.05418
1.05397
-1.13796
1.51241
4.17796
6.57046
8.77935

-7.793
1.541
-2.081
2.568
7.244
13.239
16.613

107
107
107
107
107
107
107
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Sig. (2tailed)
.000
.126
.040
.012
.000
.000
.000

A Paired Samples T-test was run between Control Reed Three and All Reed 1
data to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the size of
parenchyma cells between control (unsoaked/stabilized) reed one and the seven different
cycles, represented by the first of two variable reeds, that represent up to 240
stabilizations (Table 4.5). Parenchyma cells in C240 (32.8664.px) decreased in size when
compared to the Control 3 data (41.6457.px), and the results are statistically significant.
t(107)=16.613, p<0.01. Like the outcome of Control Reed 2 and both AR1/2 data, Control
Reed 3’s data points clash with C12 and C24 by pushing the significance scores slightly
over the threshold. t(107)= -2.081, p<0.01. However, as they’re not outrageously over, the
low significance score is still favorable.
Table 4.6: Paired Samples T-test for Control 3 & AR2

Pair 1
Control 3 – C1 R2
Pair 2
Control 3 – C12 R2
Pair 3
Control 3 – C24 R2
Pair 4
Control 3 – C72 R2
Pair 5
Control 3 – C120 R2
Pair 6
Control 3 – C192 R2
Pair 7
Control 3 – C240 R2
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001

Mean

t

df

1.89306
.68000
-.76009
1.74444
4.14389
6.80380
10.50981

2.338
1.090
-1.356
2.857
8.597
14.283
19.496

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

Sig. (2tailed)
.021
.278
.178
.005
.000
.000
.000

A Paired Samples T-test was run between Control Reed Three and All Reed 2
data to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the size of
parenchyma cells between control (unsoaked/stabilized) reed one and the seven different
cycles, represented by the first of two variable reeds, that represent up to 240
stabilizations (Table 4.6). Parenchyma cells in C240 (31.1359.px) decreased in size when
compared to the Control 3 data (41.6457.px), and the results are statistically significant.
t(107)=19.496, p<0.01. As noted in figure 4.5, the data points that represent Control Reed 3
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clash with C12, t(107)=1.090, p<0.01, and C 24, t(107)=-1.356, p<0.01. Likewise, with the
1-reed limitation, very little change to the vascular structure happens in the first 24
soakings, and therefore, variability in the statistical outcome may occur.
Comparing reeds soaked similar times
To further compare relationships, one more Paired Samples T-test was run
between each of the cycle-representing reeds. While the primary hypothesis involves the
compression of parenchymatic cells, a Paired Samples T-test was run between each
cycle-representing reed to show the consistency in decreased parenchyma cell
circumference size. The predicted outcome shows that the cells will have similar
circumferal sizes while following a projected rate of shrinkage. While it is crucial the
process is effective in shrinking said reed’s parenchyma cells, thus showing the increased
hydrophobic rate of a given reed, it is also crucial that the resulting shrinkage rates are
uniformly consistent across every cycle-representative reed. While only two reeds were
selected to represent this test, future testing will use 10+ reeds to determine the validity of
this test’s likewise outcome.
Table 4.7: Paired Samples t-Test for AR1 & AR2

Pair 1
C1 R1 – C1 R2
Pair 2
C12 R1 – C12 R2
Pair 3
C24 R1 – C24 R2
Pair 4
C72 R1 – C72 R2
Pair 5
C120 R1 – C120 R2
Pair 6
C192 R1 – C192 R2
Pair 7
C240 R1 – C240 R2
** Statistically Significant at p<.0001

Mean

t

df

5.94454
-.37397
.37787
.23204
-.03407
.23333
1.73046

8.344
-.584
1.144
.429
-.089
1.064
6.153

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

Sig. (2tailed)
.000
.561
.255
.668
.929
.290
.000

A Paired Samples T-test was run between All Reed 1 sample data and All Reed 2
sample data to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the
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size of parenchyma cells between the seven different cycles (Table 4.7). To show
similarity in pixel size of cycle-representative reeds, an insignificant 2-tailed test score is
favorable. Two pairings, pair 1 and pair 7, have significant correlation scores while
pairings two through six show favorable results. Pairing one’s results are due to the
condition that the reeds have been through the stabilization process once and, therefore,
have little vascular change expected. t(107)=8.344, p<0.01. Pairing seven’s results prove a
false-positive as the pixel-distance results are significant in comparison to the pixeldistance with the other pairings but have shrunk much farther than the control reeds.
t(107)=6.153, p<0.01. While overall shrinkage between every control reed and C240 R/12
is favorable, the statistical significance of the pixel-distance between the two is
overlooked.
Pearson Correlation Tests
The final test was the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. This test measures the
linear relationship between two quantitative variables.
Table 4.8: Pearson Correlation between AR1
C1
C12
C24
C1
1
C12
.877**
1
C24
.971**
.878**
1
C72
.957**
.977**
.966**
C120
.923**
.853**
.926**
C192
.966**
.872**
.972**
C240
.966**
.870**
.976**
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001

C72

C120

C192

C240

1
.912**
.966**
.959**

1
.937**
.924**

1
.971**

1

A Pearson Correlation test was run to assess the relationship between the exact
executions of soak/stabilization cycles between all data points collected from the reed 1
category and circumferal shrinkage of parenchymatic cells (Table 4.8). There was a
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highly positive correlation between the exact executions of soak/stabilization cycles
between all data points collected from the reed 1 category and circumferal shrinkage of
parenchymatic cells. The highest correlation was between cycles 12 and 72, r(106) = .977,
p<0.001. The lowest correlation was between cycles 12 and 120, r(106) = .853, p<0.001.
Table 4.9: Pearson Correlation between AR2
C1 R2

C12 R2

C24 R2

C72 R2

C1 R1
.808** .922**
.953**
C12 R1
.759** .831**
.884**
C24 R1
.793** .937**
.960**
C72 R1
.815** .927**
.936**
C120 R1 .792** .900**
.913**
C192 R1 .813** .927**
.954**
C240 R1 .772** .927**
.945**
**Statistically Significant at p<.0001

.903**
.840**
.911**
.894**
.955**
.914**
.904**

C120
R2
975**
.880**
.975**
.973**
.941**
.980**
.975**

C192
R2
.968**
.881**
.977**
.975**
.935**
.979**
.971**

C240
R2
.956**
.857**
.973**
.952**
.908**
.958**
.967**

A Pearson Correlation test was run to assess the relationship between the exact
executions of soak/stabilization cycles between all data points collected from the reed 2
category and circumferal shrinkage of parenchymatic cells (Table 4.9). There was a
highly positive correlation between the exact executions of soak/stabilization cycles
between all data points collected from the reed 2 category and circumferal shrinkage of
parenchymatic cells. The highest correlation was between cycles 12 and 72, r(106) = .977,
p<0.001. The lowest correlation was between cycles 120 and 192, r(106) = .982, p<0.001.
Table 4.10: Pearson Correlation between AR1 & AR2
C1
C12
C24
C1
1
C12
.764**
1
C24
.817**
.918**
1
C72
.788**
.884**
.901**
C120
.817**
.935**
.960**
C192
.817**
.934**
.954**
C240
.766**
.923**
.936**
**Statistically Significant at p<.001

C72

C120

C192

C240

1
.923**
.917**
.888**

1
.982**
.963**

1
.965**

1
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A Pearson Correlation test was run to assess the relationship between the exact
executions of soak/stabilization cycles between all data points collected from both reed 1
and 2s categories and circumferal shrinkage of parenchymatic cells (Table 4.10). There
was a highly positive correlation between the exact executions of soak/stabilization
cycles between all data points collected from both reed 1 and 2s categories and
circumferal shrinkage of parenchymatic cells. The highest correlation was between cycles
C192 R1 and C120 R2, r(106) = .980, p<0.001. The lowest correlation was between cycles
C12 R1 and C1 R2, r(106) = .759, p<0.001.
Recursivity and Tonal Longevity

Figure 4.1: Bar Graph for all Reeds and Cycle Representations
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Table 4.11: Descriptives of all Cycle-Representative Reeds

Control 1
Control 2
Control 3
C1 R1
C1 R2
C12 R1
C12 R2
C24 R1
C24 R2
C72 R1
C72 R2
C120 R1
C120 R2
C192 R1
C192 R2
C240 R1
C240 R2
Valid N
(listwise)

N
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108

Range
48.46
44.69
42.89
34.97
63.23
36.68
50.82
36.14
38.56
37.37
35.73
34.41
31.78
30.60
30.91
39.35
34.08

Minimum
25.30
23.31
23.32
28.28
20
23.32
20.40
23.32
22.63
22.63
21.54
20
22.63
20
20
12.65
14

Maximum
73.76
68
66.21
63.25
83.23
60
71.22
59.46
61.19
60
57.27
54.41
54.41
50.60
50.91
52
48.08

108

Figure 4.2 Bar Graph of outcome times from shot glass soak test
(measured in seconds)
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Mean
47.1861
43.4627
41.6457
45.6972
39.7527
40.5918
40.9657
42.7837
42.4058
40.1333
39.9013
37.4678
37.5019
35.0753
34.8419
32.8664
31.1359

Table 4.12: Descriptives of outcome times from shot
glass soak test (measured in seconds)
Soaks

Partial Saturation

Complete Saturation

1

20

73

12

32

85

24

20

61

72

30

118

120

31

129

192

39

145

240

50

164

The data in the bar graph and descriptive statistics more simply support the
outcome of the intended hypothesis. As reeds are subject to more cycles of the
stabilization process, the greater the intensity of parenchymatic cellular compression. One
reed was soaked a specific number of times and then used to represent that cyclerepresentative category. While each reed has a completely different vascular makeup, the
output data represents the hypothesized outcome.
Starting with the initial saturation time, or the timed instance it took for water to
traverse from the tip of the reed and begin wetting the stock, the range was from 20 to 50
seconds. While improved initial saturation time was observed, percolation saturation can
resemble capillary saturation and potentially produce inauthentic results. However, the
initial saturation time credibility is supported by the elongated full saturation time
observed. The full saturation range was from 75 to 165 seconds. Unlike the initial
saturation time, where water/saliva need to find any unbroken capillary tubes/shrunken
parenchyma cells to reach the surface of the milled reed stock, full saturation is only
achievable through water/saliva finding its way through every possible capillary
tube/shrunken parenchyma cell. Percolation results become more difficult to replicate as
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water/saliva cannot traverse the reed as quickly and efficiently. While the water in the
shot glass has a much higher concentration than the saliva in a student’s mouth,
hopefully, the increased hydrophobic qualities of the reed are most simply demonstrated
through this test.
An interesting observation, supported by information collected from the Pearson
Correlation and Paired Sample T-tests, is that of the outlying data produced by the reed
that represented C24. While the progression in both figures 4.1 and 4.2 are optimally
linear, C24 is the exception to the “1-reed representation” limitation. Even though the
vascular structure of every reed is different, the other six cycle-representations,
represented by one reed as well, hold up the linear progression consistency.
The next interesting observation is the rate it takes for the partial and full
saturation times to double. In figure 4.2, a complete doubling of both partial and full
saturation times occurs between C1 and C192. While results should not discredit the
effectiveness of the shrinkage that happens in between C1 and C192, the potential for a
student to realize the change in saturation rate may not be apparent until the reed has been
through the process 192+ times.
Analyzing basic descriptives, paired with bar charts, provides substantial grounds
for the most simplistic understanding of all outcomes. Analyzing the tip, mid-section, and
stock of the reed also provides information on the level of consistency that the
stabilization process holds through the entirety of every given reed. Even though the
reeds that represent C24 show the only outlier data, the process shows a uniform decrease
in the circumference of mean parenchyma cells through the tip, mid-section, and stock of
the reed. An interesting thought on the three sections involves the sporadic nature of cell
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size progression in the mid-section and stock when compared to the tip. One reason for
this sporadic data, mentioned in my interview with Henry Skolnick, regards the amount
of laminate layer interaction between the epidermis, the fiber band, and multiple layers of
vascular tissue (appx. B). As the tip of the reed is the thinnest and least dense point on the
reed, its overall level of laminate layer interaction is low as the musician needs to get
other traits from that part of the reed such as consistent tone production, articulative
response, and variable level of dynamic control. The laminate layers in the back of the
reed interact to give the reed a better quality of tonal stability, tonal clarity, and structural
longevity.50

Figure 4.3: Bar Graph representing Parenchymatic Shrinkage of C1, C12, & C24 (.px)

50

Henry Skolnick, phone interview with author, April 4, 2019.
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Table 4.13: Descriptives representing Parenchymatic Shrinkage of C1, C12, & C24 (.px)

Control 1
Control 2
Control 3
C1 R1
C1 R2
C12 R1
C12 R2
C24 R1
C24 R2

N
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108

Range
48.46
44.69
42.89
34.97
63.23
36.68
50.82
36.14
38.56

Minimum
25.30
23.31
23.32
28.28
20
23.32
20.40
23.32
22.63

Maximum
73.76
68
66.21
63.25
83.23
60
71.22
59.46
61.19

Mean
47.1861
43.4627
41.6457
45.6972
39.7527
40.5918
40.9657
42.7837
42.4058

The least parenchymatic shrinkage was observed in the initial cycles of the
stabilization process. C1, C12, and C24, through shot glass soaking, is the standard
number of soakings capable for average students who are interested in the process. As
most public school and college students are overladen with responsibilities, duties, and
other minutiae, this may accurately represent the number of times your average student
could commit to the process before beginning to work on the reed. While the minimum
mean was represented by Control reed three (41.6457.px), the most intense result of
parenchymatic cellular shrinkage was observed in C1 R2 (39.7527.px). Furthermore, with
the range of C1 R2 being the largest in this specific data set (63.23.px), the bar graph will
unconvincingly show the start of any possible declining progression (fig. 4.3). In this
range of potential manual soak cycles, C1-C24, the reed is still highly hydrophilic and
will retain those capabilities and qualities.
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Figure 4.4: Bar Graph representing Parenchymatic Shrinkage of C72 & C120 (.px)
Table 4.14: Descriptives representing Parenchymatic Shrinkage of C72 & C120 (.px)

Control 1
Control 2
Control 3
C72 R1
C72 R2
C120 R1
C120 R2

N
108
108
108
108
108
108
108

Range
48.46
44.69
42.89
37.37
35.73
34.41
31.78

Minimum
25.30
23.31
23.32
22.63
21.54
20
22.63

Maximum
73.76
68
66.21
60
57.27
54.41
54.41

Mean
47.1861
43.4627
41.6457
40.1333
39.9013
37.4678
37.5019

Cycles 72 and 120 begin to show the rate of hypothesized parenchyma cell
shrinkage. The bar graph shows this stronger correlation between supposed shrinkage and
increased iterations of stabilizations (fig. 4.4). Also, the pattern is now more uniformly
shown across all segments of the reed. The most notable shrinkage is that of C72 R2
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(39.9.px) and C120 R1 (37.47.px). At this stage, the reed should begin transitioning out
of its hydrophilic state and transition to a more hydrophobic state in terms of decreased
saturation time and overall quantity of water/saliva saturation. These cycles of
stabilization would be best reached by a student who soaked their reeds eight times a day
for 15 days. While students with this kind of discipline are rare, a student who believed in
the process could do this easily.

Figure 4.5: Bar Graph representing Parenchymatic Shrinkage of C192 & C240 (.px)
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Table 4.15: Descriptives representing Parenchymatic Shrinkage of C192 & C240 (.px)

Control 1
Control 2
Control 3
C192 R1
C192 R2
C240 R1
C240 R2

N
108
108
108
108
108
108
108

Range
48.46
44.69
42.89
30.60
30.91
39.35
34.08

Minimum
25.30
23.31
23.32
20
20
12.65
14

Maximum
73.76
68
66.21
50.60
50.91
52
48.08

Mean
47.1861
43.4627
41.6457
35.0753
34.8419
32.8664
31.1359

The final comparison, between the control reeds, C192, and C240, provides the
most evidence to support the hypothesis. While it is rare a student could ever soak their
reed 192 or 240 times, the most determined of students can do this.51 While Control 3 still
holds the smallest mean (41.6457), both reeds cycles, representing C192 and C240,
display the most shrinkage: C192 R2 (34.8419.px) and C240 R2 (31.1359.px). C192 and
C240 will produce the most stabilized reeds that could be sensed upon first play based on
increased initial tonal longevity. At this cycle-representative state, the reed has lost most
of its hydrophilic qualities and gained a stronger hydrophobic state.

51

I chose the numbers because I originally completed these manually with a shot
glass: 10 reeds were soaked eight times a day for 30 days.
51

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Utilizing a machine that is capable of fully submerging reeds and drying them in
controlled conditions yielded results that enabled parenchymatic cells to follow a
projected rate of compression throughout the entirety of the reed. While Eller’s method
led to the in-depth microscopic analysis, using his shot glass method of stabilization may
have provided inconclusive results regarding total cellular compression. Apart from a few
statistically non-significant correlations and pairings, the bulk of the output results
showed statistical significance towards the proposed hypothesis. In addition, when both
reeds that represented the same soak cycle were analyzed, the statistical insignificance in
the mean difference of cellular sizes showed that the process worked effectively in
shrinking multiple reeds’ parenchyma to similar circumference sizes. While most
students could easily soak their reeds between one and 24 times, the most conclusive
evidence, based on decreased parenchymatic cellular size, was observed in reeds that
were soaked and dried 192 and 240 times. To achieve this optimal level of stabilization, a
reed would need be subject to 192+ stabilization cycles before a student began playing
and work on it. It is with these results that, one day, single and double reed woodwind
musicians across the world will take the time to hydro-stabilize their reeds in an effort to
increase the hydrophobic qualities of what most professional musicians deem a “broken
in” reed and attempt to prolong the life of their favorable reeds.
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CHAPTER 6
POSSIBLE FUTURE TESTS
While analysis on the compression of parenchyma cells through several points of
a hydro-stabilization process was only one test to begin understanding what happens
when professional musicians talk about “breaking in” a reed, several other tests come to
mind to potentially prove or conclude similar evidence.
One future study would be to perform microscopy on the capillary tubes of a
clarinet reed. As mentioned, upon observing the slowed partial and full saturation rates of
clarinet reeds, parenchyma cells compression is only one part of the two-part puzzle.
Running the same stabilization test would be necessary to collect reed samples, but reeds
would have to be microtomed in a different fashion to observe the capillary tubes instead
of taking short slices in attempt to observe the parenchyma cells. Proving a potentially
positive relationship between more soak-stabilization cycles and an increase of observed
breaks in capillary tubes would show increased effectiveness of this stabilization process.
Another study would involve filling in the gaps in the soak cycle representations
by elaborating on what has already been done in this study. While the study planned to
analyze more cycles than conducted, future tests could analyze every potential cycle
between cycle 24 and cycle 240: Cycles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168,
192, 216, 240.
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Even at the 240 cycle mark, a “flat-line” was not seen in the compression of
parenchymatic cells. Another future study would be to go beyond 240 stabilization cycles
to find, proverbially, how many cycles does it take to stabilize or “break-in” a reed. This
number would be observed and noted but followed by the same mean cellular size
amongst higher number soak cycle-representations.
Another interesting test would be to compare the outcomes of the same
parameters of this study but utilizing a shot glass as the soak/stabilization medium. While
the process is much more efficient in time and variable elimination, following the same
plan of action manually would show if parenchymatic cells had similar levels of
compression across the three sections of a given reed: the tip, mid-section, and stock. As
only half of the reed is submerged in a regular shot glass, the difference in compression
rate and partial/full saturation time would test the effectiveness of a machine that fully
submerges and dries said test reeds.
The next future test is a spectral analysis of all test reeds mentioned in this
dissertation. With a new set of reeds to follow the same guidelines, it would be
interesting to see how long it takes for a reed to lose its favorable tonal qualities and
become thin, pinched, and brittle. These results, paired with the previous data results
collected in this study, would give cause for this test to be repeated with the reeds that
showed significant lengthening of favorable tonal time.
Finally, it would be interesting to use the parameters of this study to measure the
parenchymatic cellular compression in different brands of reeds, such as other D’addario
types, Vandoren types, Gonzalez, Mitchel Lurie, and Zonda. While the reeds used in this
study were specifically D’addario Reserve Classics, strength 3.5+, a comparison of the
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following reed companies could show which reeds, or batches of cane, would be more
susceptible to the positive effect of compression parenchymatic cells and increased
hydrophobic qualities.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR HENRY SKOLNICK
The following list of questions and topics was used for an interview with the author’s
reed science mentor, Henry Skolnick.

1. Let’s talk about the process and the goal to find a magic number of soakings.
2. Describe the parts of the vascular system and parenchymatic cells.
3. What should I know about lignin?
4. What should I look for in the vascular system: expansion or contraction?
5. Will a capillary or periciliary soak be a more effective process?
6. How rigorous is your soak process?
7. Will I use the durometer to measure modulus elasticity or resilience?
8. Will the fact that I’m not building a 3D model of the reed discredit my endeavor since
microtoming gives the reader a 2D picture of a 3D vascular entity?
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW WITH HENRY SKOLNICK
This follow is a transcript of an interview between the author and Henry Skolnick. The
interview took place in St. Louis, Missouri at 10 A.M. on May 26, 2019.

Steve: So, the main reason I’m here is reed stabilization. With this machine, trying to
prove that water/reed-stabilization was a worthwhile endeavor came from the basis that I
had to soak my reeds 240 times in a systematic process. Man, was that a trip, but I
honestly had 10 reeds last me 13 months. I wanted to write about it, prove it, replicate it,
but I needed a machine to do it and the science to back it up. A huge thank you to Mike
Harley for pointing me to Henry Skolnick […].

Henry: It’s fine. I do it all the time!

Steve: But yes, the main point, hydro-stabilization to improve cellular stability and
vascular tissue stability during and in-between playings. Through repeated soaking and
dryings, capillaries will longitudinally break and parenchymatic cells will expand around
each other to where the reed is totally hydrophobic. Basically, we’re kind of taking the
process from where reeds are unbroken in to broken in [scientifically]. Hydrophilic to
hydrophobic. It was actually funny. On the plane ride in, the guy sitting next to me said,
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“yeah, I tasted my reeds, and if they tasted good, I put ‘em on the mouthpiece. If they
didn’t taste like anything, I threw ‘em away.” Comes down to what you’re taught, but
you can’t blame people for that. That’s my hopes for this. My hopes are to prove that it
works and put numbers to show the bell-curve of the full path of the cellular movement to
stabilization. David Pino hints at 20 soakings with his method, you hinted at six times,
Professor Eller hints at “do it until it stops soaking.”

Henry: I’d like to jump in on that. From my perspective, it’s important to think of that as
not a straight line or slope but as a parabola. So, the first soaking is the most impactful.
Second soaking is a little less but still very strong as you’re in the early soaking, leaching
stage [for the water solubles]. With each successive soaking, there’s less of that left in the
wood, and with each successive soaking, it’s a little less impactful. When I throw out a
number like six, what I mean is you’ve probably removed 70-80% of those water
solubles, and you’ve probably initiated some of that capillary breakage. This should be
enough capillary action to have it reduced, but with each successive soaking, you’ll
continue to get a certain amount of leaching and I don’t really have a sense of the highend number to reach when you’re no longer leaching significant amounts of solubles.
That may be an interesting thing to determine. My guess is that it’s probably somewhere
between 10-20 [soaks] before you’re going to leach enough. Between 10-20 is where
you’ve leached enough solubles before you reach an immeasurable, perceivable change.

Steve: Is that through your soak process? Where you leave the cane soak for a day and
dry for a day or soak for five minutes and let it dry for 55 minutes?
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Henry: I think a short soak is not enough time to get the water fully saturated into the
material. That may not be enough to liberate the water solubles as quickly, and so short
soakings may take more repetitions. There may be reasons why a long/short soak is better
when it comes to reeds warping. In double reeds, we don’t have the challenge of warping
as much as you do in the single reed world, but maybe the single reed needs the shorter
soak time to mitigate warp issues. This could be an entirely different issue. A lot of times
the answer is variable depending on other parameters, but I just want to make clear that
your first soak is much more impactful than your fifth soak, than your tenth soak, and so
on. When talking about this, don’t think of it as a straight line, but more like this [makes
bell-curve shape].

Steve: So, the next part dealt with parts of the vascular system. I listed all the parts here
[gestures to notepad]. Parenchyma, sclefefied cells, fiber bands. I have a decent sense of
what/where they are and the functions they serve, and through this process, I understand
that you can’t hyper-focus on one aspect as it’s the gestalt of the system.

Henry: One of the points I made yesterday [during another conversation] involved the
laminate layers [discrete layers]. It’s not like a man-made plywood. They really are
uniformly discrete layers. Any given piece of cane has these regions that you can identify
with organic transition zones between each of these layers. The reason that Arundo
donax, for centuries, has been chosen as the best material for reeds [in the context of
people searching through hundreds of other materials] is because of this laminate
structure. The best reeds, from the best reed makers, storied reed styles, all have one
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thing in common. They utilize the interaction between these multiple layers to give
certain performance characteristics in a favorable reed. My feeling is that whatever you
end up doing with your study, an important part of this process resides in how these
layers are interacting with each other. Measure one of these layers to figure out the
strength of the fiber band to tell us something useful. Ultimately, the fiber band is
interacting with the other parts of the cane, and it’s important to bear that in mind always.

Steve: One interesting thing I found in the reading of Kate Esau’s “plant anatomy” is that
parenchymatic cells are the progenitor of all other plant cells. Sclerefied parenchyma
cells are meant for structural protection [weight, bending, and other forces of nature] as
they protect the parenchymatic cells. No matter the specialization, it all comes back to the
parenchyma. For measuring, after I use the microtome to take layers from the stock,
stain/dye, and put under the microscope, which of the cellular structures do you think
would be best to look at? Maybe find a few of the parenchymatic cells and measure those
as they’re the most morphological candidate?

Henry: Okay, I understand the question completely. You’re trying to take the material
and identify the points to observe and measure its characteristics that impact the final
aspects of the playing reed. I feel like the question is intrinsically misleading on two
fronts.
One: In our previous chapter here today, I was talking about what was centrally
important in regards to laminate layers/different materials bound into complex whole. It
is the interaction of these different materials that create the end favorable results. If you
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isolate only the parenchyma, you’re eliminating the other parts of Arundo donax that are
essential to the end result.
Two: The other thing is that when the grower cuts a stalk of cane, they freeze that
stalk in time. In terms of its growing, if you sliced off a bit of the parenchyma, the
parenchyma nearest the fiber band or outside of the tube was created earlier in regard to
the parenchyma further in. Depending on where you slice, you’re basically picking a
day/week from the life of the plant to observe. That also doesn’t tell you a complete
enough picture. By doing this and comparing what you see/measure across many
samples, you’ll gain knowledge about the nature of parenchyma in Arundo donax’s
temporal development. My first thought is that you may find knowledge about what stage
of development in parenchyma gives you a better material for the parenchyma part of the
system [of your reed]. But, it may be an incomplete picture. You may want to do that for
that layer of the cane, but the parenchyma is also not one material.

Steve: Like rock climbers climbing a wall, they find a hold to support themselves. Before
finding the next position or hold, they’ll move to next. I think this method of analysis is
not meant to look at the reed as one place in time but look at the reed through various
stages of the reed stabilization process.

Henry: If you’re going to take a slice of the reed and analyze it, I would first figure out
how deep in, from the outside of the tube, is that thin layer that is the very tip of your
reed. It’s within the parenchymatic layer. If you isolate that, that’s the business layer.
Understanding what’s going on there is probably more important than closer to the fiber
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band or the profiled part of the blade. Not only am I wondering what it is you’re trying to
measure, but if it also gets removed from the business end of the reed, then that provokes
a second question.

Steve: You’re saying I should look at the tip and stock of the reed?

Henry: The parenchyma that’s delivering the most functionality is typically at the tip
[the rest of it is essentially carved out and thrown away]. You’ve got parenchymatic
material in the back of the reed, but I would argue that the most functional aspect in the
back of the reed are the other anatomical elements fiber band and bundle walls. These
lignified structures determine resilience and that’s a key factor in how the reed “plays”.
The back of the reed, and subsequent interaction of the layers, is a very important group
of forces on how the reed performs. But, for most players, especially young players who
haven’t learned/mastered playing an instrument, the way in which the tip/blade,
especially the tip, function during playing is way more important to them. Understanding
what’s going on there, botanically and structurally, is probably more useful. That’s why I
say that if you’re going to look at a thin slice of the cane, that’s where I’d look. Reed tips
made form parenchyma closer to the bark will be more lignified and resilient. For
advanced players, understanding the interaction of the laminate layers in the back of the
reed, regarding characteristics like stability, will ultimately be some place to look as well.
Now, your goal for creating a machine that aids the soak/dry process in order to
advance the maturing of the reed is very important to help find the changes that happen to
the parenchyma cells. Viewing how the collapsing cells or subcellular structures could be
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changing some way through this soaking and drying process will be evident through
analyzing slices of reeds before, through the various stages, and at the end. This will
provide useful information, but analyzing the tip of the reed would be easier, need less
equipment, and would be less invasive. You could figure that out though. The bottom of
the reed is flat, so you can follow that layer from the tip to the back of the reed and figure
out where you’re at. Styles within different brands on thicknesses of the blank [sectioned
and cut tube cane] is what makes this quest interesting. If they cut a blank thicker, the
parenchymatic material towards the tip will be from deeper in.

Steve: So. Lignin.

Henry: Cane is cut in the second year of growth. The reason for that revolves around
lignin development. In the first year of growth, the lignin development is insufficient
when giving us the resiliency we need in a reed. By the third year of growth, the
lignification is too developed, and we get reeds that are too hard for musical purposes. It
is during the second growth season that we have this window of optimal lignin
development. For stock though, the development of lignin happens through the growing
season, and the variability of the different strengths is directly related to how developed
the lignins are in whatever individual cane we pick up. The best reeds are those reeds
where there’s been sufficient lignin development, and it makes sense as we’re going from
under-developed to over-developed in the harvesting year. Some of the wood we cut in
this year will be under and over developed; the ones in the middle will be the most
optimal for our purposes.
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Looking at the degree of lignification is a key window into selecting the best
cane. There are two areas in the cane where we get the most optimal lignin development:
the fiber band and the walls of the vascular bundles. The vascular bundles are a straw.
The outer wall of the straw lignifies, and, in the early stages of the second year of that
growth, the lignin band hasn’t completely lignified all the way around. If you take the
back of a reed, smooth it out, and look with a jeweler’s loop, you can see those rings
[they look like little donuts]. The ones that are incomplete circles are underdeveloped
lignin. The closed ones are developed enough to give us the linear resiliency we look for
in a reed. You can see that/measure that degree of lignification, and, once the ring closes
during the growing season, it’ll get thicker and darker. Lignins are darker. You can
visually see the development of the lignin if you look at those parts of the cane. This has
been shown by a number of folks looking at cane to be one of the most significant
attributes in the botanical development of Arundo donax. Even though all of that lignified
material, or almost all of that material, is removed from the tip of that single reed, there is
probably a vascular bundle or two that has survived in/through the tip of the reed. It’s the
lignification of those vascular bundles that give strength and resilience to the reed.
Secondarily, as you move back towards the stock and the wood gets thicker, the number
of lignified layers increases. In the back of the reed, we have fiber bands and vascular
bundles; the resilience in that anchored part of the reed has an impact on how the reed is
vibrating and is a significant aspect of how we perceive the reeds hardness, resilience,
and tone characteristics. Finally, what’s important to realize is how everything’s
changing through the growing season and how the variability of that lignified change in
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the cane is understood. Any methods that developed for selecting good pieces of cane
involve measuring the development of the lignification.

Steve: Through the soaking process, the lignin does not grow. Correct?

Henry: There are no areas of the cane that continue growing once it’s cut. By the time it
reaches us, all growing has ceased. Changes may be happening, but it’s not growing.
Those changes can include the leaching of water-soluble materials, fat soluble elements –
other kinds of minerals that come from the reed. My point is that Arundo donax is noted
for having a highly lignified structure, and, as it’s organic, there has to be something to
gain from this knowledge as well. There may have been some cane producers who are
using processes that play with either leaching fat solubles or impregnating cane with oils
of some sort. I think, in one of our phone calls, I mentioned the bassoon reed cane guy,
Ovidio Danzi. He’s soaking his cane in something, and it’s changing the working and
playing characteristics of his wood. The very finest players of the last couple of
generations have often found Ovidio Danzi’s cane to be the cane of choice. Some of the
very best bassoon players swear by his cane reeds. He’s found something impactful, and
it’s a process of adding/subtracting something to the cane. He’s doing something right!
Perhaps you may be getting shrinkages, structural collapses – I’ve seen that if I take a
piece of wood and the lignin development is insufficient/underdeveloped, I can soak it a
few times and look at the skin side of the cane to see the ridges that are places where the
vascular straws have collapsed. I can see those ridges get deeper, which tells me that the
vascular straws are getting smaller and collapsing through this process [of soaking and
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drying]. My assumption has been that, because they’re underdeveloped, that they’re
collapsing more. I think that’s part of why we perceive this wood as “too soft” or doesn’t
have structural integrity. For the plant in the natural setting, the lignification is making
the body resilient enough to face the forces of nature.
Again, cane producers know this. One of the big European cane producers is
Medir in the south of Spain, and they say, right on the landing page of their homesite, is
that “their cane gets hit by the wind of the specific fields.” They advertise this advantage,
but what does that mean for the development of the cane? It means that the cane is under
duress, and it’s developing its lignins quicker. You find that in other fields as well. The
idea of whacking trees with a stick to make it more productive. You’re eliciting a
biological response to duress, but all of these things point at the lignification of the cane
during the second year. For me, that’s what’s important about the lignins. If I was a
grower, I’d want to look at my growing practices to figure out how to develop the lignins
quickly in the second year. Another old wives’ tale, amongst the old Southern French
cane growers, was that you should never water or fertilize your cane. Reason being, the
rate of growth increases, the parenchyma begins growing in height and girth. No water?
The cane struggles and grows slower. The terrain is terrible for quick growth, but the
slower growth makes it struggle as it grows. Thus, you’re getting a harder material.
There’s an interesting exception in the reed cane world currently, and that is with the
folks at Gonzalez in Argentina. The main business revolves around goat milk/cheeses,
but the family has always been clarinet/saxophone players. They started growing their
own reeds, and, being in a great wine-growing area - they live in a Mediterranean climate
- they started planting their own cane for their own reeds. And because [of the main
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milk/cheese business and spreading the fields with the excess manure], they had all of
this great soil-enhancing rapid cane growth, but there’s something else they’re doing to
aid the quick growth of their cane. It behaves completely unlike any other cane from the
various places around the world. So, in spite of that pampering, their cane is highly
lignified and very good quality. This points to great possibilities coming from cultural
practices in the cane fields!

Steve: Soaking, drying, testing. Expansion, contraction, and developments of the cellular
matrix. Do you think the tissue will expand or contract? The xylary fibers will snap
longitudinally, but for the individual cells, what should I look for?

Henry: There’s probably more hay to make in contracting. During soaking, the cane is
taking on moisture, and you’re getting a bit of expansion but not enough expansion that it
breaks and damages the [cellular] membranes. Cane won’t take on so much water that the
cell walls break. The vascular bundles won’t expand to the point of breaking [during
soaking], but drying, you may be getting irreparable shrinkage or structural/mechanical
limits. We’ve certainly had several conversations now about the drying cycle. During
that, the vascular bundles shrink and walls break. This causes a giant change in the
playing characteristic of the wood. Contraction is where you’ll be getting more change to
the wood. I don’t want to downplay the significance of the early soakings when leeching
the water solubles. Part of why you get collapsing comes from the space where there
wasn’t [water soluble leeching]. The space created, through leeching, is what leads to
collapses. That is important. It tees up the change.
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Steve: Water solubles. Do you think more change comes from capillary or periciliary
soaking?

Henry: Many more studies have been done on what goes into the water after you soak
cane. Mostly, it’s components of what we’ve referred to as sap. A lot of sugars, proteins,
and salts that are part of the juices that move in, out, and throughout the cells. There’s a
little bit of waste from the nutrients coming out and up. It’s mostly that, but, significantly,
you’re also leeching out whatever the plant has taken up from the soil that’s water
soluble. Most of the salts, for instance, weren’t manufactured by the plant but instead
drawn up from the soil. You could take a plot of cane from the northeast corner of a
grower and compare it to a crop of a grower in the southwest, and they could be
completely different. It could be the thing that makes one brand of cane attractive when
compared to the other set. Like the conversation above, the cultural and farming
processes certainly have an impact. You look at a company like Glotin. They’re not a
grower. They don’t own any fields. They’re middlemen. They contract with growers and
their contract stipulates certain cultural practices: water schedule, soil types, fertilizer
types. A company like Glotan, who wants a manufactured product that’s consistent over
time, knows that certain cultural practices are going to deliver products that have a
consistent Glotan quality. They contract with cane growers and stipulate in that contract
what they can and can’t do on the field. In the traditions of cane growing and supplying,
there’s an understanding, to some degree, of all of these aspects. However, there is
certainly more that could be done. If you wanted to make super cane, that was absolutely
better and more fabulous than anything anyone’s ever seen, you could identify a genetic
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line of superior cane and potentially engineer it. You could figure out the soil type and
work your soil to have just the right nutrients.
A lot of the water solubles are volatile. When the growers cut the cane, there’s a
certain high moisture content that’s in the stocks. There’s this tradition where people cut
the stalks and leave them to dry in the sun. When they dry, the moisture is evaporating
off and carrying away some of those water solubles. The color then turns to a nice golden
color, and certainly some of the things that are making the stocks look green are
dissipating. This leeching of water solubles happens before we start playing this cane.
Certainly, you could come up with processes that produce super cane, but I digress.

Steve: So, the bell curve should be the steepest in the first 24 soaks?

Henry: I may not be as precise as your machine, but I’ll start working on reeds I’ve
soaked six to 12 times. The cane I’ve soaked eight or more times, I feel like I’ve soaked
enough to get good enough results.

Steve: How rigorous is your soak process?

Henry: I’m not timing it. I toss the wood in the water and my general working
assumption is “I’ll get to it tomorrow.” It’s usually in the water for over 12 hours, but I
think “It’s Thursday, but I threw that cane in the water on Tuesday.” Part of the reason it
goes that way is my idea on (and I haven’t proved this to myself), but that the cane will
only absorb so much water. Once it reaches saturation, it doesn’t change further [it’s just
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sitting there in water]. What matters is the water leeching. Let’s say I put cane in the
water yesterday. I thought I was going to have time to work it [pull it out and dry it], but I
realize that I don’t have time right now. However, I notice the water has become yellow
or green. If I see that, I’ll empty the container and refill the container with fresh water as
I’m getting consistent results of discoloration. I’ll tend to do that more in the first or
second soakings. Once you’re at saturation, you still get moisture moving around inside
the vascular tissue, but what I’m really keen on is the drying. When I finally get a chance
to lay it out to dry, I believe that I’m getting more bang with what happens in drying than
what happens when leeching. So, what I mean by all of this, in answer to your question,
is yes. I think. In your early stages, a lot of soaking and dryings will help you observe
what is optimum for the final process. My prediction and suspicion is that you’ll find
something between 12 to 25 soakings/dryings is going to give you what you need. For the
marketplace, the people who will ultimately use this machine, the fewer cycles you can
recommend, the better.

Steve: With the durometer, we’re measuring the modulus elasticity or the density? From
start to finish. Through the soaking and drying, we’re –

Henry: We’re not doing that [measuring modulus elasticity]. We’re measuring
something that has an impact on that, but that is something completely different. The
durometer is testing, what I would call, the degree of lignin development within the fiber
band.
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Steve: Through the soaking and drying, we’re testing if the fiber band/lignin duo become
more resilient?

Henry: The development of the lignin/fiber band/vascular bundles are not affected by the
soaking and drying. To get a great reed, the lignins need to be developed enough. The
durometer is simply telling us whether the lignins are developed enough. The screwdriver
simply tells us if the lignins have developed to make a great reed. No? Chuck it. X-mark?
Chuck it. If I were in your shoes, I would be using the durometer to chuck out cane that’s
less likely to make a great reed so that I’m not doing any of my science with wood that’s
not got a high potential for making a musically-desirable reed anyway. The reed
manufacturers are doing this for harder reeds [with a numbering system], and they’re
already pre-selecting for more developed lignins. That said, the soaking/drying process
can give you playing characteristics that are similar to resilience from good lignin
development, but I believe that comes from the compression of the cellular structure from
the cycles of soaking and drying. I would describe this as “over time, you get cane
shrinkage that’s simply due to structural shrinkage.” When the water solubles leech from
the reed, there are fewer molecules inside the cell chambers. Then, the cells begin
compressing/shrinkage and because they’re all inter-webbed with collective structurally
hardening aspects. The closer together they get results in the feeling of a harder material,
but it’s completely not to do with lignins.
Imagine you’re god for a second. You could see that, out of 100 reeds, that these
60 are great, these 30 are poor, and these 10 are borderline. If you could have a way of
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taking those borderline reeds and nudging them into the good, that’s the bonus selling
point.
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